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paperback. Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number
will be provided after the shipment.Pages Number: 409 Publisher: Tsinghua University Press Pub.
Date :2009-5-1. Introduction to the book to the actual production process in the case described the
object as to the main line axis and multi-axis machining. in-depth introduction by the workpiece
clamping . CNC programming. post-processing program to write the entire CNC machining process
work order process to an instance of the production line as the carrier. concise introduction to CNC
machining issues to be considered. to give readers more clearly understand the different parts CNC
machining ideas. This book is divided into two parts: the three-axis machining section side corepulling mechanism to create electrodes and electrode discharge plans. electrode processing. core.
cavity and model airplane connections processing; multi-axis machining section cylindrical cam.
bottle electrodes. turbine blades. impellers and blow mold. Classic instance of the book.
informative. layout reasonable. and with a demonstration CD-ROM. as much as possible so that the
reader quickly grasp the techniques described in CNC machining. This book is for undergraduate
institutions. vocational. secondary. technical schools and technical training related to professional
school teaching. but also can be...
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Reviews
It in a single of the most popular ebook. Indeed, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Lennie Renner
This created book is wonderful. It is amongst the most amazing book i have got go through. I am just e ortlessly will get a enjoyment of looking at a
created publication.
-- Pr of. Ja sper Mur a z ik PhD
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